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The Seattle Times strives for fairness, depth and balance and guards against bias – conscious or unconscious, real or perceived
– in all facets of its news coverage. This effort for diverse and honest coverage is at the core of The Seattle Times’ commitment to
excellence.
Bias can present itself in everything from beat structure to headlines and cutlines to assignments, choice of sources, story and
photo approach, play and organization. Bias can blind journalists to a full understanding of a subject and rob readers of important
information.
Because The Seattle Times recognizes journalists bring an array of opinions and experiences to subjects, it relies upon
established tools and safeguards against bias, among them maintaining a diverse staff, the use of multiple sources, multiple layers
of editing to help ensure a complete report, and consistent staff training and education.
The most important safeguard, however, is a journalist’s humility before a subject and an understanding that no one person or
entity holds the truth.
One of our missions is to make our storytelling and our newsroom inclusive on issues of race, gender, age and more.
Diversity is also a critical consideration when selecting wire stories, as there will be national stories of interest that The Times
doesn’t write about.
The Times strives to create and maintain a working atmosphere where staffers can feel comfortable raising concerns about
coverage they view as biased or otherwise offensive.
Reducing unconscious bias in journalism: A thinking guide for working journalists
What is my perspective?
• How do my values or life experiences affect how I
approach a story (verbal or visual)?
• What steps have I taken to ensure those values or
experiences don’t unfairly influence my story?
What are my motives?
• Do I have a self-interest in or strong opinions about a
story, subject or source?
• What steps have I taken to disclose or detach from any
personal motives or interests?
What are my assumptions?
• Have I taken a mental inventory of my own knowledge
about or reaction to a subject?
• What have I done to ensure that my assumptions don’t
unfairly limit or influence my story?
Who are the stakeholders?
• How might various members of the public be affected by
my story?
• What steps have I taken to discover and address their
perspectives?
• Are we perpetuating or committing an injustice with this
story? Am I following the SPJ code of ethics to minimize
harm?

How impartial is my story?
• How might my story be perceived by various members of
the public?
• What have I done to ensure that my story is free of loaded
language or unintended slants?
• What steps have I taken to exercise independent
judgment, detached from any agenda?
• What have I done to ensure my actions and work are free
of the appearance of bias?
• Will my work process, and story, stand up to professional
and public scrutiny?
How deep is my reporting?
• What steps have I taken to report beyond my comfort
zone, and to develop sources with varying perspectives
on an issue?
• Have I sought diverse sources for this story, or do I only
feature voices from a dominant group (e.g. all white
people, or all men)?
• As I seek diversity, am I furthering stereotypes or battling
stereotypes?
• Am I employing “tokenism,” allowing one person to
represent a community, or am I seeking true diversity?
• Have I allowed preconceived ideas to limit my efforts to
include diversity?
• Did I ask my subject what he, she or they wanted to be
called, and what pronouns they may or may not prefer?
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This document has been adapted from one that was used in this newsroom in the ‘90s. Find it online at st.news/inclusivejournalism
Headlines and General Language
• Are racial identifiers used evenly? (If race is irrelevant, leave
it out.)
• Does the headline include a word in quotes? What is the
intended and implied meaning?
• Is it from a quote in the story?
• Does it come off as skeptical or dismissive, reading as
“scare quotes”? (Quotes used in this way often put an
unintended spin on the word.)
• Did I use an explanatory comma? Why?
• An example of an explanatory comma: Tupac Shakur, a
popular African-American rap musician from the early 90s.
• Explanatory commas rely on an assumption of who the
audience is and what they know, positioning some parts
of culture or knowledge as “non-mainstream” (e.g. a
comma for Tupac Shakur, but not for Marina Abramovic).
• Don’t avoid explanatory language at all costs, but be
aware of the perspective these clauses imply when used
(or not, as the case may be).
• Is it free of coded language – for example, “inner city”
or “urban” to refer to Black people, or “bossy” to refer to
women who speak their minds?
• Have I avoided labels that can stereotype or give
inaccurate impressions, e.g. “classy” or “sidekick”? If not, use
more words to describe what you’re trying to convey (e.g.
instead of “pro-Trump,” just explain their viewpoint).
• Is race relevant? Have I explained the relevance? (If it’s not
relevant, leave it out.)
• Am I using passive or active language? Who is the subject
of that language?
• Does it rely on the police narrative (or other institutional
narrative)? If so, is it clearly labeled as the police narrative?
And have we questioned the police on how they know
what they’re asserting?
• Should I consult someone of another race/ethnicity?
• Will I be able to clearly and honestly explain – not
rationalize – my decision to anyone who challenges it?
• What are the likely consequences of publication? Who will
be hurt and who will be helped?
• How could the editorial decisions we make affect the
people we cover?
• If an issue was not mentioned above, consult
#sensitive-news-help in Slack and
diversitystyleguide.com.

Terms to use with care
“Minority” vs. “Person of Color”
• Person of color refers to all racial and ethnic
groups that are not white/European. This is the
preferred term when using minority would be a
demographic inaccuracy, like in an environment
where POC outnumber whites.
• Best practice is to refer to individual racial/ethnic
groups, if you can, and avoid both terms.
“Latina/o” vs. “Hispanic”
• Latina/o refers to people in the United States with
Latin American ancestry, while Hispanic refers to
those from Spanish-speaking countries. Latino is an
ethnic group, not a race category.
• Often, police circulate “Hispanic” as a description.
If used in that context, make sure to attribute
“Hispanic” to police. Better yet, write a physical
description with as many other details as possible.
• In general, ask your subject(s) how they would like to
be identified.
“Latinx”
• The term, pronounced “La-teen-ex,” is an alternative
to Latino or Latina. It refers to people who don’t
identify as female or male.
• In general, ask your subject(s) how they would like to
be identified.
“White” and “black”
• Avoid using the terms whites and blacks – make
every effort to use these words as adjectives, not as
nouns.
“Angry”
• Angry is a harmful stereotype and makes us
appear ignorant to the complexity of human
emotion. Rather than focusing on anger, attempt to
capture a range of sentiments.
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• How do I seek story ideas? In what ways can I expand the
types of people, places and organizations from which I
draw story ideas and angles?
• Where do my assignments come from? How connected
are we to various demographic groups in our area? How
receptive are we to story suggestions?
• Do I always report from the same neighborhoods and
areas? Am I finding stories from areas throughout our
coverage areas?
• When speaking to people on assignment, do I take the
time to ask them what issues they care about and take
the time to listen?
• Do I attempt to find out how the actions of the agency or
organization I cover affect people in diverse populations
in our community?
• Do I seek stories that originate with the members of
the community affected by this agency or organization,
rather than from the players within the organization?
• Am I considering how each of my stories affects diverse
communities? Am I including their voices in my stories?
• How well do I make use of diverse sources? How do
I attempt to expand the paper’s ability to tap those
sources?
• How do I expand my own lists of contacts and sources?
• Do I get out of the office enough in an effort to develop
my own sources and contacts in diverse communities?
• Do I take the time to consider whether people
throughout our coverage areas see themselves in the
stories I write, the photographs I make and videos I
produce?
For Editors
• Am I making diversity a clear priority in the assignment
and scheduling of stories?
• Am I giving reporters the time to pursue diverse sources
and stories?
• Do I get out of the office in an effort to develop my own
sources and contacts in diverse communities?
• Am I challenging my own and others’ notions of what
constitutes news, in the effort to avoid ethnocentrism?
• Do I seek input from a variety of people within the
newsroom evaluating stories and story ideas?
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For Web Producers, Designers and Photo Editors
• Am I properly contextualizing sensitive stories on
social media with the headline/chatter/summary? Am
I omitting crucial information, changing the context of
story? (Sometimes this is all users will see – many don’t
click through or will make assumptions about the story
before they read it.)
• Am I thinking about sensitive stories’ placement on our
website in relation to other stories and advertisements?
• Does each section front, homepage and social media feed
feature a range of stories and visuals depicting a diverse
representation of people?
• In making critical decisions about headlines, photos and
story selection, am I including a diverse group of fellow
staffers in the conversation?
• When selecting photos from other countries and of at-risk
populations, am I applying the same standards as I do for
photos of my own community?
• In selecting photos and stories on diverse people
and communities, am I depicting only stereotypical
situations? For example, am I showing black males in
circumstances beyond sporting events and breaking
news? Am I showing ethnic groups in circumstances
beyond cultural festivals? Am I showing international
countries in situations beyond conflict and natural
disasters?
• If concerns arise, raise the alarm ASAP to the story’s editor
and any others who may be able to provide insight,
including #sensitive-news-help in Slack.

